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The sheikh will have her—no matter what the price! When Australian supermodel Charmaine donates herself as a prize at a charity auction, the winning bidder is Prince Ali of Dubar. Now she has to be his dinner
partner—he's paid five million dollars for the privilege! The Prince Ali makes her another outrageous offer: five hundred million dollars to be paid to her favorite charity if she agrees to spend a week with him. But Ali
isn't paying for just her company…he's paying for her to grace his bed!
Laila Tindall is only in Raihan to hone her pottery skills and visit her ailing grandfather. Marriage was never in the picture. But when her grandfather is tricked into signing a binding marriage contract to a man she
finds repugnant, she has one choice: Run away. Her flight ends with a fortuitous meeting with Zayid Hasan, Crown Prince of Raihan, who offers the perfect solution to Laila’s predicament: marry him and solve both their
problems. Zayid’s younger brother must marry his pregnant fiancé, and ancient laws dictate the oldest brother is required to marry first. Desperate for a way to protect both her grandfather and herself, Laila agrees.
After all, their marriage will last only until Zayid’s brother can marry—and her marriage to the brooding, handsome prince isn’t much of a sacrifice. It’s not like she’s going to be foolish enough to fall in love… Zayid
doesn’t know what to think about his new half-American wife. He doesn’t really want to think about her at all, but for some reason, he can’t stop himself. Strangely enough, all the royal functions that used to bore him
silly are now entertaining with Laila by his side—even though he knows she’d much rather be alone creating her art. Though the marriage of convenience was his idea, he can’t help but start to wish it was the real deal.
No way can he ignore the simmering chemistry that’s driving them both a bit crazy. He’s much better at ignoring what’s in his heart—until he realizes it just might break if he can’t convince Laila to stay with him
forever…
Sheikh Malik Hourani, Crown Prince of Bha'Khar,is a rich and powerful man dedicated to ruling hiskingdom—but experience has made him wary of love. Beth Farrah has been betrothed to the sheikhsince birth, but she has a
secret! She's not the woman hethinks she is….
Ancient law dictates that Sheikh Fatim Safar has to marry or be disinherited by his 30th birthday. Fatim isn’t worried—he married years earlier and had two children with his wife before she died. But there’s a catch: the
law states he must be married at age 30. Two weeks from his 30th birthday, there’s no time to change it or fight it...it’s more expedient to marry. Calla Clark is out to prove her parents wrong. Instead of marrying well
like her mother wanted, Calla’s in the Middle East to prove her design prowess. And what better way to do that then becoming seamstress for the royal family and getting to drape fabric over the sexy Sheikh’s rock-hard
body. She can’t act on her temptations, of course. She’s got goals to crush. Still, when she watches the way the Sheikh commands his tribe, and cares for his kids, she can’t help but feel an undeniable attraction. Fatim
has taken a liking to Calla, too. She’s smart, thoughtful, and good with his children. With his birthday right around the corner, Fatim offers her the position as his wife. It’s only temporary, and in return for marrying
him and helping with his children, he’ll give her everything she needs for the upcoming Fashion Week. Calla agrees...so long as he helps keep her dream alive. With so many differences between them, Fatim and Calla’s
powerful pairing could raise the tribe up to modern heights, or send it to the bin like last season’s cast-offs. This novel contains sexual content and profanity.
Celestial Bodies: Winner of the 2019 Man Booker International Prize
Winner of the 2019 Man Booker International Prize
A Secret Baby Romance
The Sheikh's Wife
The Sheikh’s Wife Arrangement

Banished! Hunted! Claimed! Princess Amber's arranged marriage to Prince Kazim Al–Amed of Barazbin was a dream come true – for her, at least! But then their wedding night went spectacularly wrong, and a
furious Kazim banished Amber from his kingdom and his life... Now, with his country in turmoil Kazim must prove his ability to rule and provide an heir for his people. But to do so he'll need to track
down his princess. Amber has always threatened Kazim's tightly held control. Yet if he is to save his nation – and his marriage – he must finally make the ultimate claim...on his wife!
Stephanie O'Hanlon is a typical American girl, caught in a very exotic bind. Under pressure from her old-fashioned parents - not to mention, more than a little eager to escape her small-town Vermont
existence - she finds herself in the Middle East, on the eve of an arranged marriage to a man she's never met.Walking the dusty streets of El Farah, she meets a tall, dark, and devilishly handsome
stranger, Mehdi, and in a desperate moment of honesty, she tells him all: her doubts, her fears, and the husband-to-be she's never met. Hours later, and there's only one man she can imagine marrying the
next day.On her way to the wedding venue, Steph realizes something isn't right. She's been stolen away from a fate she never asked for by Mehdi, the Sheikh of the land! But is he her kidnapper or her
savior?Swept away to paradise, Steph can't escape reality forever. At some point, she knows she must face her parents' wrath. And the groom she jilted...Can this love transcend tradition? Will Steph ever
find her way back to the man who broke all the rules to save the girl he met weeping at the fountain?This is a standalone Sheikh romance novel from best-selling author Holly Rayner. It contains a
guaranteed HEA, and a tale of romance that will capture your heart. As an added gift, it also includes the first few chapters of Holly Rayner's prior novel Single Mom and the Sheikh, absolutely free.
A delightful, well-written, and vastly informative ethnographic study, this is an account of Fernea's two-year stay in a tiny rural village in Iraq, where she assumed the dress and sheltered life of a
harem woman. This volume gives a unique insight into a part of the Midddle Eastern life seldom seen by the West. "A most enjoyable book abouut [Muslim women]--simple, dignified, human, colorful, sad and
humble as the life they lead." --Muhsin Mahdi, Jewett Professor of Arabic Literature, Harvard Unversity.
Gianfranco asked Kelly to marry him, after her holiday affair with him left her pregnant! But, once married, Gianfranco was often away on business, and his family made Kelly's life a misery. Then she
heard that Gianfranco didn't want her at all¿he just wanted their baby....Kelly had no choice but to run away... However, one thing was certain. Gianfranco would find her¿but why? Because he wanted to
reclaim his bride...or his child?
The Sheikh's Captive
The Sheikh's Innocent Bride
The Sheikh's Contract Bride
The Italian's Runaway Bride
An Ethnography of an Iraqi Village

Twin royal heirs! Prince Jaul of Marwan's royal duty is to marry a suitable bride. But first he must divorce the woman who betrayed him. Locating his estranged wife? Easy. The intense passion still burning between them? Manageable. Discovering he has two
royal heirs? Impossible! Devastated when her handsome prince deserted her, Chrissie Whitaker's beautiful twin babies were the only balm to her broken heart. Now Jaul will stop at nothing to claim his legitimate heirs but can Chrissie forget their painful past
and recognise him as her husband in every sense of the word?
Winner of the 2019 Man Booker International Prize Winner of the Best Omani Novel 2010 Celestial Bodies is set in the village of al-Awafi in Oman, where we encounter three sisters: Mayya, who marries Abdallah after a heartbreak; Asma, who marries from a
sense of duty; and Khawla who rejects all offers while waiting for her beloved, who has emigrated to Canada. These three women and their families witness Oman evolve from a traditional, slave-owning society slowly redefining itself after the colonial era, to
the crossroads of its complex present. Elegantly structured and taut, Celestial Bodies is a coiled spring of a novel, telling of Oman’s coming-of-age through the prism of one family’s losses and loves.
In the wake of her beloved father's death, Rosie Darling is miserable. Just when she's starting to process the sudden loss and pick up the threads of her life, she meets a man who could change everything. She is certainly not looking for romance, but Luca
Abramo is brooding, mysterious and devastatingly attractive. Though she senses there is a darkness to him, she is powerless to resist the overwhelming current of desire that flows between them. Every moment she spends with him, she loses a little more of
herself, and the ability to walk away is no longer something she can take for granted. Luca Abramo prides himself on his ability to remain detached; from the billion dollar empire he controls to the glamorous women he beds, his life is about only what serves
him. He controls every aspect of his existence to avoid messy entanglements. Then, he meets Rosie and realises it is possible to want more; to open himself up to the possibility of actually needing someone. But will a single decision he made more than a
decade earlier have the power to unravel their dark attraction? Or will he be able to prevent Rosie from discovering the truth?
The flaw in his jewel When Sheikh Zahir Ra'if Quarishi took a Western woman as his wife, it caused outrage among his people. And marrying Sapphire Marshall turned out to be the biggest mistake of Zahir's life. As cold and untouchable as her jeweled
namesake, Sapphire fled the kingdom before sharing the marriage bed, leaving Zahir to face the shame alone—and his bank account five million dollars lighter. Now his ex-wife has been spotted in his desert and before she can run again, Zahir plans to
banish her from his mind once and for all, beginning with reclaiming his wedding night!
Sold to the Sheikh
Hasan Sheikhs
The Sheikh's Bought Wife (Mills & Boon Modern) (Wedlocked!, Book 86)
Temporarily His Princess
Omirabad Sheikhs
Olivia must live once again with her estranged husband, Xander. He was in an accident that caused him to lose the past few years of his memory, so he doesn’t remember he and Olivia are in the middle of a divorce. Olivia wants to tell him the truth, but she can’t resist Xander when he needs her so.
She fears she may end up losing him twice—she’s reaching out to him, but he may end up hating her all over again! What happened two years ago will never change.
Man-shy American Heidi McKinley winces when the king himself insists she marry--and make heirs with--his sinfully sexy royal son! For Prince Jamal was a legendary lover, an expert on erotic intrigue. Whatever would he see in serious-minded Heidi? Plenty! Up to his crown in gold-digging
bubbleheads, Jamal is secretly enchanted with the sweet and studious virgin. So why was homespun Heidi donning silken disguises and posing as siren "Honey Martin" to seduce him? And how could Jamal hope to choose between a bold, brazen "mistress" and a bashful, blushing bride?
The Sheikh's wife is back...in his bed! Sheikh Kahlil al-Assad hasn't forgiven Bryn for abandoning her wedding vows. Then he discovers that he's also missed out on the first years of his son's life. Kahlil decides to take revenge. Bryn didn't realize—they are still husband and wife! She knows she can't
deny Ben the daddy he's been asking for. So she agrees to return to Kahlil's desert kingdom. There she finds herself consigned to the harem quarters, where she must prepare for being taken back...into the Sheikh's bed!
The desert king’s outrageous proposal!
THE WIFE HE COULDN'T FORGET
TO MARRY A SHEIKH
The Sheikh Doc's Marriage Bargain
The Sheikh's Prize
The Sheikh's Marriage Proclamation

The Sheikh's most precious possession... One Desert Night by Maggie Cox Gina Collins has returned to the desert plains and palace of Kabuyadir on business; but she's horrified to discover the new Sheikh is the man who gave her one
earth–shattering night years ago... Strangers In The Desert by Lynn Raye Harris Isabella, the wife Sheikh Adan thought was dead, has just walked back into his life – on the eve of his wedding to another woman! But Isabella has no memory
of being his wife... Desert Doctor, Secret Sheikh by Meredith Webber Sheikh Kamid Rahman al'Kawali is heir to the throne of Zaheer. He travels anonymously to address his country's needs, and he is struck by Dr Jenny Stapleton's passion
for his people – and the passion he has for her.
Get swept away by the sexy sheikh in this sizzling reissue from reader—favourite author Lynne Graham! Captive in the sheikh’s harem! Tilda was living to regret that once she’d had a short—lived romance with Rashad, the Crown Prince of
Bakhar. Now, not only had he gained possession of her impoverished family’s home, Rashad was also blackmailing her for the huge debt they owed him—and insisting she pay the price…ashis concubine! Tilda was appalled—but in no
position to refuse. Soon she was the arrogant sheikh’s captive, ready to be ravished in his faraway desert kingdom. But Rashad slipped up by publicly naming Tilda as his woman…and under the law of Bakhar this meant she and he were
bound together forever…as husband and wife! Book 1 in Lynne Graham’s The Rich, the Ruthless and the Really Handsome trilogy.
The playboy sheikh’s last temptation… Thanks to a recent scandalous exposé, the damage to Sheikh Zayn Al-Ghamdi’s reputation is threatening his family’s future. So when fiercely independent Amalia Christensen has the gall to
blackmail him with further ruination to ensure her innocent brother’s freedom, Zayn chooses to keep his enemies close…and make Amalia his temporary fiancée! Zayn’s only duty is to his country. He can’t allow himself any emotional ties.
But the hunger Amalia unleashes in him soon tempts the playboy sheikh to take their relationship from business to the bedroom…
"All the men I did get to know, every single man of them, has filled me with but one desire: to lift my hand and bring it smashing down on his face. But because I am a woman I have never had the courage to lift my hand. And because I am a
prostitute, I hid my fear under layers of make-up." --Excerpt
Harlequin Comics
The Sheikh's Stolen Bride-To-Be
Seduced by the Sheik
THE GREEK'S MARRIAGE BARGAIN
Woman at Point Zero
Amalia is in Khaleej, hoping to save her brother from the consequences of a crime he didn’t commit. Overwhelmed by the beauty of her native country, she gets lost and stumbles upon a man, a millionaire so infamous his face is on the cover of every gossip magazine—none
other than the King of Khaleej, Sheikh Zayn al-Ghamdi! Zayn is looking for a bride in order to bury his playboy image and suggests Amalia becomes his queen… Who would have thought she’d have to play the king’s fiancée in order to save her brother?
"Get a wife. ASAP." When his king says Prince Vincenzo D'Agostino must marry, the confirmed bachelor knows only one woman will do: Glory Monaghan, the lover who betrayed him six years ago. By forcing her hand, he'll appease his ruler—and get the woman he can't
forget out of his system forever. But Vincenzo's proposal is the last thing Glory expects. His long-ago rejection nearly destroyed her—how can she say yes now, even for show? Yet she has no choice. Becoming Vincenzo's temporary bride will save her family—even if giving in to
the prince of Castaldini's passion will surely leave her yearning for more….
Desert prince Shahir has three simple rules: never sleep with a virgin, never get involved with an employee and never get married.... But rules are made to be broken! Kirsten is innocent and penniless, and Shahir can't resist her. Soon she's pregnant with the sheikh's baby!
Prince Shahir's honor dictates only one thing--Kirsten must become his bride!
None of the Hasan brothers are looking for love or marriage, but all three find themselves tying the knot with virtual strangers in Leslie North’s latest smoldering sheikh trilogy. In The Sheikh’s Marriage Bargain, as the eldest son, Zayid Hasan must marry first and since his
younger brother needs to wed, he’s willing to enter a marriage of convenience to solve that problem. He’s lucky he meets Laila Tindall, who’s just desperate enough to marry him, but will their temporary marriage turn into something more lasting? One night of passion
between middle brother Yaseen and American Kara Shaw leads to a pregnancy, and under his kingdom’s laws the two must marry. It’s a marriage of convenience and nothing more…at least that’s what they keep telling themselves, in The Sheikh’s Pregnant Wife. In The
Sheikh’s Rescued Baby, youngest Hasan brother, Nadim, wants to change his playboy image, but marriage wasn’t part of the plan, even to Aisha Shadari, the gorgeous sultana of a neighboring kingdom. When disaster strikes, they both discover there’s more to him than
meets the eye.
Conveniently His Princess
The Sheikh's Unwilling Wife
Roccanti's Marriage Revenge
It Was Love at First Sight, But Looks Could Be Deceiving.
The Sheikh Who Married Her - 3 Book Box Set
Vitale Roccanti's plan was simple—sleep with the daughter to get to the father. What could go wrong? But staring at the black-and-white headline that announces the success of his plan doesn't feel half as
satisfying as Zara did beneath his touch. Zara Blake is shattered by the public exposé of the night she risked everything—and lost. She betrayed her father, and his plans for her marriage, for one chance
at passion. But that's nothing compared to the headline that will come in nine months' time!
One night leads to dramatic, passionate consequences in USA TODAY bestselling author Abby Green’s 50th book for Harlequin! The secret’s out…but the scandal’s still to come! Shy housekeeper Maggie Taggart
considers herself immune to rich, powerful men—her tycoon father’s rejection has taught Maggie to avoid them at all costs. Until she meets enigmatic billionaire Nikos Marchetti and is totally enthralled
by his potent masculinity! The pleasure that virgin Maggie finds in his arms is astonishing—as are the consequences… Maggie is determined her newborn son won’t want for anything. But when Nikos uncovers
her secret, and their sizzling chemistry explosively reignites, it’s clear they have unfinished business… From Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds. Read all the
books in The Marchetti Dynasty books by Abby Green: Book 1 — The Maid’s Best Kept Secret Book 2 — The Innocent Behind the Scandal Book 3 — Coming soon!
When Rose was whisked away from London to Prince Khalim's desert palace on board his private jet, he treated her more like a princess than an employee. Yet she knew she could never be his wife. An
appropriate bride would be chosen and he would have to live his life of duty. But now their need for each other was so demanding—all she could do was surrender to the sheikh….
The Sheikh’s Convenient Bride In a desperate attempt to get out from her father’s control, Nora Williams agrees to marry a man she doesn’t love. But she’s shocked when her old friend, Sheikh Rashid, whom
she hasn’t seen in years, begs her not to go through with it. Even more surprising? Rashid has a proposal. Literally. Nora should marry him instead. She had a secret crush on Rashid when they were
younger, so the offer is awfully enticing. But Rashid is the crown prince of Omirabad—how could she possibly fit in with his royal family? And will she be able to follow her calling for midwifery the way
she wants—needs—to? Worse, Rashid’s proposal feels more like a business contract than a marriage proposal. Until they kiss, that is. As the two slowly grow closer, they must reconcile Nora’s calling with
Rashid’s responsibilities to his country. And discover if this marriage of theirs is real or just a terrible mistake. The Sheikh’s Accidental Wife What happens in Vegas…apparently can follow you forever.
At least that’s Clementine Llewellyn’s experience who, after a night of drinking and partying, ends up married to a sheikh, of all people. A night of passionate romance? Sure. Marriage? Not so much.
Clementine wants an immediate divorce, but Samir bin Salam’s tiny country’s divorce laws require them to stay married. For three months. Samir may be the hottest guy she’s ever seen—never mind spent time
under the sheets with—but still. He’s a sheikh and she’s a nobody. But as the two of them spend more time together it doesn’t take long before Clem’s feelings for Samir go from lust to love. However,
she’s sure Samir doesn’t feel the same. Best to cut her losses when she can. Samir isn’t looking for a wife, but when he wakes up with one, he’s willing to do what’s needed until the two can go their
separate ways. He may not have a single thing in common with his quirky, flighty, sexy new wife, but all that is quickly forgotten when they’re in bed. That side of their marriage is perfection. In fact,
most of the time he spends with her—the talks, the laughter, the way she completely embraces his people—is bliss. Even so, it’s shocking when he realizes he’s in love with her, a revelation that Samir may
have made too late. Because by the time he knows he can’t live without her, she’s already gone… The Sheikh’s Unexpected Fiancée When her half-sister flees with her true love to avoid an arranged marriage,
Zainab Halil bravely steps up to take her place. All her life, Zainab has sought the approval of her father, Javeed, but even she is shocked when he refuses to consider his oldest daughter—her—for an
alliance that will finally bring peace between his tribe and the royal family of Omirabad. Javeed has always been a bit embarrassed by Zainab, who was the result of a fling with an American girl he met
one summer. With her mother dead, Zainab now lives with her father, doing everything she can to win his approval—even if that means marrying a man she’s never met. Though she’s willing to wed for the sake
of the tribe, she secretly doesn’t believe it’s much of a sacrifice, given that the one she would be marrying, Khalid bin Salam, is one of the most handsome and charming men she’s ever met. At first,
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Khalid is resistant to the idea of an arranged marriage. And then he meets Zainab, and the idea of marrying a stranger is a bit more appealing. He likes her American ways, her lovely smile, her beautiful
curves. But Javeed is determined to keep them apart, pulling every string he can reach to ensure each day passes without them seeing each other. That still leaves the nights… And as their passion builds,
their marriage seems less arranged and more like destiny. If only Javeed could see what’s best for his tribe and his daughter.
Book 2, Desert Kings
Surrender to the Sheikh
Marrying Her Enemy
The Sheikh's Secret Babies
MARRIED FOR THE SHEIKH'S DUTY
From shy Cinderella… To convenient princess! For sensible Dr. Laurel Martin, heading up a new lab for royal doc Sheikh Tariq Al Marktum is the chance to conduct the study of a lifetime. But to protect
Laurel from the scandal her presence in his palace will cause, Tariq has his own condition—a paper marriage! Swept into his desert kingdom, passion overtakes the convenient couple, but can Laurel find her
place in Tariq’s world—and his heart? “Adorable, heartwarming and seductive all rolled into one! The characters and story line drew me in from the first page, and kept my attention throughout.” —
Goodreads on A Daddy Sent by Santa “With a unique storyline and likable characters, this book and the author do not disappoint. It’s a tumultuous but satisfying journey…and I wholeheartedly enjoyed the
ending.” — Goodreads on The Brooding Surgeon’s Baby Bombshell
Sheikh Khalid Al-Qasimi’s playboy ways have finally caught up with him. After creating a scandal during a diplomatic visit to America, Khalid is given a choice by his father—marry or face banishment.
Rather than lose his family, Khalid bows to his father’s wishes but an outspoken American interrupts Khalid’s would-be wedding. Now Khalid has a new plan that might please his father, secure his
inheritance and leave Khalid still able to go on with his life …he’ll take the beautiful American as his bride—and then his father will hate her so much he’ll beg Khalid not to get married after all.
Journalist Casey Connolly has never been afraid to share her opinions. While researching an article on arranged marriages, she lands in trouble when she crashes a royal wedding to get a quote from the
attending American guests.. The sexy groom offers to set her free if she’ll step into the role of his fiancée—just for a short time. Seeing a chance to get the scoop she needs, Casey agrees. Soon there’s
no denying the chemistry they share. But Casey’s boss is pushing her to complete her piece and head back to the States, while Khalid’s father is still pushing for a hasty wedding. Will this pseudo-romance
become the real thing or buckle under all the pressure being put on these two?
Zara, who was about to become the second wife of King Hakem of Rahman on her stepfather’s orders, escaped the palace and left to find the country’s former crown prince, Malik. He was known as “Rahman’s
disaster” and people feared him. Zara thought he was an enemy who had taken her stepbrother’s life, but he turned out to be an incredibly charming man—could all the rumors have been wrong?
It’s been two years since Lexie left her Greek millionaire husband, Xenon. She’s been working as a jewelry designer, and just as the wounds in her heart had finally begun to heal, Xenon appears on her
doorstep. Lexie’s younger brother is deep in debt and has come to Xenon for help. Xenon has a familiar smug smile on his handsome face as he makes Lexie a deal. He’ll help her younger brother…if she’ll
come back to him. After the way he shut her out two years ago, what could he possibly be thinking now?
The Desert Sheikh’s Captive Wife
Guests of the Sheik
The Sheikh's Bought Wife
The Maid's Best Kept Secret
Sheikh's Pregnant Cinderella
"I always loved your book. Every time i read ur books its always moved me. its like i'm watching it and i'm feeling what they feel." (Google Play review) "...powerful and unadulterated romance leaps off of the page and transports the reader to a different world. The chemistry between Anna and Zahir is
exquisite and the descriptions of the scenery and settings are breathtaking. A must for fans of classic, passionate true romance." (coffeetimeromance.com) Anna Whitman wants is to live a free and independent life, but she's forced to accept a marriage of convenience so she can live with her son. Sheikh Zahir
Al-Zaman is a ruthless desert warrior who believes the only way he can control his obsession with Anna is to possess her. And he'll do almost anything--even kidnap her son--to have her. But Zahir will not force her into his bed. He has his strategies for seduction--strategies Anna finds increasingly hard to
resist. But she won't have a relationship based on lies. And how can she reveal her secrets when they will shatter the beliefs he holds most dear? --Desert Kings-- Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh The Sheikh's Bargain Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A
Baby by the Sheikh --The Sheikhs of Havilah-- The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem --Secrets of the Sheikhs-- The Sheikh's Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh's Secret Love Child The Sheikh's Marriage Trap
The only way to protect her is to declare their forbidden promise to the world. From USA TODAY bestselling author Annie West comes this enchanting tale of desert desire. Shielded by her enemy Tempted by the forbidden… Fleeing a forced betrothal, Tara Michaels escapes across the border, landing in
Sheikh Raif’s opulent palace. Their countries are enemies, and he’s bossy and proud—but this charismatic desert king is offering her a luxurious safe haven… Raif knows protecting Tara is risky, but he’s entranced by her beauty—and she stands up to him when others dare not. Yet once her identity as his
guest becomes known, his final option is one he never thought he’d take: proclaiming Tara as his bride-to-be! From Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds.
From making the royal bed… To carrying the royal heir! It’s the day of the royal wedding, and everyone who’s anyone is in attendance—except the bride! Refusing to let being jilted disrupt his kingdom, duty-bound, coldhearted Sheikh Zufar commands timid maid Neisha be his stand-in queen. Their marriage
is coolly convenient, but behind closed doors, their chemistry burns fiercely…and Neisha’s shock pregnancy will test Zufar’s iron control more than he could ever have imagined! Get swept away by this royal marriage of convenience!
It's been five years since Alexa set eyes on Giovanni de Verrazzano—five years since she walked out on their pretense of a marriage and took with her a precious secret. Since discovering that he is the son of a powerful desert ruler, Giovanni is determined that Alexa resume her role as his wife and accompany
him to his desert kingdom. But how will this proud Italian, of Kharastani descent, react when he discovers he has a son?
Married for the Sheikh's Duty
The Sheikh’s Marriage Bargain
The Sheikh's Forced Bride
The Sheik's Arranged Marriage
Claimed By The Sheikh

USA TODAY bestselling author Olivia Gates introduces the first marriage-of-convenience novel in her Married by Royal Decree series. Only one thing stands between Aram Nazaryan and the high-powered position he craves: the proper wife. Although this
billionaire would do anything to return to Zohayd, the desert kingdom he considers home, marrying Princess Kanza Aal Ajmaan is too high a price to pay. Or so he thinks—until he meets Kanza…and she turns his world upside down. After claiming Kanza as his
princess, everything falls into place. But then she learns the truth. She may have married for love, but his vows are tainted by ambition. Will doubt, betrayal and mistrust end this too-convenient union?
One glance changes everything! Sheik Amit el Raminar world has been thrown into chaos. After a tragedy leaves two small nieces in his care, Amit isn’t sure what to do. So he brings in a professional. Dr. Harper Ross is renowned as a pediatric
psychologist…but the person stepping into his office isn’t the sedate, older woman he’s expecting. Instead, Dr. Ross is a gloriously beautiful woman that fires his passions…creating more chaos. Harper Ross doesn’t understand her fascination with the coldly
powerful man. As a psychologist, she doesn’t understand her attraction to an emotionless, irritating, condescending jerk! And yet, she slowly discovers that he’s not as coldly emotionless as she’d suspected. In fact, underneath all of those fascinating muscles is
a man seething with passion and love…she just needs to teach him to allow himself to feel. But can she succeed? Or is she setting herself up for failure with a man who won’t allow himself to love?
“I adore Sharon Kendrick's sexy, sparkling take on a Cinderella story—it's a must-read!”—USA TODAY bestselling author Lynne Graham The desert king's outrageous proposal! Marry a sheikh in return for a hefty financial reward? Shy researcher Jane Smith
would normally have laughed in Zayed Al Zawba's handsome face. Except it's only for six months and the money will rescue her sister who's mired in debt… Sheikh Zayed will do anything to inherit Kafalah's neighboring oil-rich lands, even wed plain Jane: he'll
never long to consummate a marriage with her! But Zayed hasn't bargained on Jane's frumpy clothes hiding delicious curves…or her quick mind and untouched beauty teasing and tempting him beyond his wildest imaginings!
The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride
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